
In 2024 we are offering the opportunity to take International Components in English and Spanish at Mackenzie
Presbyterian University during your exchange.
International Components are offered on the following programs*: Architecture and Urbanism, Biological Sciences,
Psychology. Journalism, Languages and Linguistics, Business Administration, Accounting, Economy, Civil Engineering,
Production Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, Design, Computer Science and Information Systems, and
Law. For the complete list of subjects you can click here. International Students from partner institutions can take some
components in the online modality, free of charge. 

*Subjects may change on each semester

With more than 150 years of tradition, Mackenzie Presbyterian University (MPU) is one of the most
respected higher education institutions in Brazil. Our campuses located in São Paulo, Campinas and
Alphaville offer all the necessary structure required for the students to enjoy an excellent educational
process, fostering professional skills, research methodology and citizenship.

It's time to start the plans
for the Second semester in
South America! Our
deadline is May 20th to
receive applications for the
second semester (classes
from August to December).
More information here.

 Exchange Students at MPU

Dear Partners,
Greetings from São Paulo!  We bring to you some
quarterly updates from our university:
appl icat ion deadl ines for undergraduate students
and some great jobs that our teachers are doing
with partners around the world.   Also,  we value
your partnership and wish you a wonderful  day!

 Get to know us

 Go to website

 N E W S L E T T E R

What is new at MPU

 International Affairs (COI)

Mackenzie offers course subjects in English and Spanish

Application Deadline -
Second Semester 2024

Mackenzie Language Center
(MLC) offers Portuguese
language courses for all
exchange students prior to
their arrival (Online) and
during their stay (In person),
free of charge. For more
information send an e-mail
to incoming@mackenzie.br

Language Support - Portuguese
as a second language free course

Check it out!

https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/exchanging-hemispheres/graduacao
https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/study-at-upm/how-to-apply/
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Graduated in Marketing from Mackenzie Presbyterian
University (MPU), Patricia Corsi was elected the eighth best
CMO (Chief Marketing Officer) in the world by Cannes
Lions. The award ceremony took place at the Cannes Lions
International Festival of Creativity, where the list of the 10
most awarded CMOs in the world was presented.

More information here.

The Laboratory of Design Strategies (Labstrategy) announces a pioneering research initiative delving into the
depths of archaeological territories in Latin America. Titled Estratégias Projetuais para Formulação de Escenários
Temporais, Método Aplicado Em Territórios Arqueológicos Na América Latina (Design Strategies for the Formulation
of Temporal Scenarios, Method Applied in Archaeological Territories in Latin America) the study examines
emblematic cases, including Ilha do Governador in Rio de Janeiro - Brazil, Ciudad de Arica in Chile, Ciudad Perdida
de Tayrona in Colombia, Copan Ruins in Honduras, and Uxmal and Xkalupocoh / Nohpat in the Yucatán
Peninsula, Mexico.

Find out about it here.

MPU Graduate was elected the 8th best CMO in the world.

Mackenzie Graduate creates the fastest Algorithm for
Conductivity Calculation in Nanomaterials

A Brazilian scientist has developed an innovative algorithm to
accelerate the calculation of conductivity in nanomaterials.
Santiago Giménez de Castro, who obtained his Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering from Mackenzie Presbyterian University in 2023,
created the algorithm during his studies in the computing field at
MPU.

More information here.

Mackenzie Professor leads International Project

https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/news/archive/n/a/i/mpu-graduate-was-elected-the-8th-best-cmo-in-the-world
https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/news/archive/n/a/i/mackenzie-professor-leads-international-project
https://www.mackenzie.br/en/universidade/coi/news/archive/n/a/i/mackenzie-graduate-creates-the-fastest-algorithm-for-conductivity-calculation-in-nanomaterials

